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EXAMINER'S AMENDMENT

1 . An examiner's amendment to the record appears below. Should the changes

and/or additions be unacceptable to applicant, an amendment may be filed as provided

by 37 CFR 1.312. To ensure consideration of such an amendment, it MUST be

submitted no later than the payment of the issue fee.

Authorization for this examiner's amendment was given in a telephone interview

with Mr. Chris Maiorana (reg# 42829) on March 20, 2007.

2. The application has been amended as follows:

3. The Title is changed to:

"METHOD FOR OPTIMIZING EXECUTION TIME OF PARALLEL PROCESSOR

PROGRAMS"

4. The claims are amended as follows:

1-16. (CANCELLED).

17. (CURRENTLY AMENDED) A method for optimizing execution time

of a parallel processor program, comprising:

(a) receiving said parallel processor program;

(b) performing dummy jumps optimization;

(c) performing linear code optimization , wherein for a current

subcommand included in a current command in a cun-ent domain in said parallel

processor program said linear code optimization further comprises :
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1) evaluating a first list comprising objects that are used in an

exclusive mode bv the current subcommand and a second list comprising obiects that

are used by the current subcommand, but not changed by the current subcommand,

2) determining a first maximal address that is less than the address

of the current command and greater than or equal to an address of a first command of

the current domain such that a second command with said first maximal address

includes a second subcommand, wherein a third list, comprising objects that are used

in an exclusive mode bv the second subcommand, intersects with said first list

comprising obiects that are used in an exclusive mode bv the current subcommand, and

assigning a value representing a null address to said first maximal address when no first

maximal address is found,

3) determining a second maximal address that is less than the

address of the current command and greater than or egual to an address of the first

command of the current domain such that a third command with said second maximal

address includes a third subcommand, wherein a fourth list, comprising obiects that are

used bv the third subcommand, but not changed bv the third subcommand, intersects

with said first list comprising obiects that are used in an exclusive mode bv the current

subcommand, and assigning said value representing said null address to said second

maximal address when no second maximal address is found,

4) detemriining a third maximal address that is less than the

address of the current command and greater than or egual to an address of the first

command of the current domain such that a fourth command with said third maximal

address includes a fourth subcommand, wherein a fifth list, comprising obiects that are

used in an exclusive mode bv the fourth subcommand, intersects with said second list
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comprising objects that are used by the current subcommand, but not changed by the

current subcommand, and assigning said value representing said null address to said

third maximal address when no third maximal address is found, and

5) defining a fourth maximal address as a maximum value of the

group consisting of (i) said address of said first command of the current domain, (ii) said

first maximal address incremented bv one, fiii) said second maximal address and (iv)

said third maximal address incremented bv one, where said fourth maximal address is

less than the address of the current command and greater than or eoual to the address

of the first command of the current domain :

(d) performing jumps optimization;

(e) returning back to said step (b) when there is any change made in said

steps (b). (c), and (d); and

(f) outputting a resulted new processor program when there is no change

made in said steps (b), (c), and (d).

18. (CURRENTLY AMENDED) The method of claim 17, wherein said

step (b) compr io ing further comprises :

(b1) applying transition of jumps;

(b2) removing unreachable jumps; and

(b3) removing dummy jumps.

19. (CURRENTLY AMENDED) The method of claim 17, wherein said

step (c) compris ing further comprises :
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(el) examining all commands included In a said current domain <'domain> ;

and

(©2) removing empty commands from said current domain <doma in> .

20-21. (CANCELLED).

22. (CURRENTLY AMENDED) A computer-readable medium having

computer-executable instructions for performing a method for optimizing execution time

of a parallel processor program, said method comprising:

(a) receiving said parallel processor program;

(b) performing dummy jumps optirrilzation;

(c) performing linear code optimization , wherein for a current

subcommand included in a current command in a current domain in said parallel

processor program said linear code optimization further comprises :

1) evaluating a first list comprising objects that are used in an

exclusive mode bv the current subcommand and a second list comprising obiects that

are used bv the current subcommand, but not changed bv the current subcommand.

2) determining a first maximal address that is less than the address

of the current command and greater than or eoual to an address of a first command of

the current domain such that a second command with said first maximal address

includes a second subcommand, wherein a third list, comprising obiects that are used

in an exclusive mode bv the second subcommand, intersects with said first list

comprising obiects that are used in an exclusive mode bv the current subcommand, and
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assigning a value representing a null address to said first maximal address when no first

maximal address is found.

3) detemiining a second maximal address that is less than the

address of the current command and greater than or eoual to an address of the first

command of the current domain such that a third command with said second maximal

address includes a third subcommand, wherein a fourth list, comprising obiects that are

used by the third subcommand, but not changed bv the third subcommand, intersects

with said first list comprising obiects that are used in an exclusive mode bv the current

subcommand, and assigning said value representing said null address to said second

maximal address when no second maximal address is found.

4) determining a third maximal address that Is less than the

address of the current command and greater than or eoual to an address of the first

command of the current domain such that a fourth command with said third maximal

address includes a fourth subcommand, wherein a fifth list, comprising obiects that are

used in an exclusive mode bv the fourth subcommand. Intersects with said second list

comprising obiects that are used bv the current subcommand, but not changed bv the

current subcommand, and assigning said value representing said null address to said

third maximal address when no third maximal address is found, and

5) defining a fourth maximal address as a maximum value of the

group consisting of (i) said address of said first command of the cun"ent domain, (ii) said

first maximal address incremented bv one, (iii) said second maximal address and (iv)

said third maximal address incremented bv one, where said fourth maximal address is

less than the address of the current command and greater than or eoual to the address

of the first command of the current domain :
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(d) performing jumps optimization;

(e) returning back to said step (b) wlien there is any change made in said

steps (b), (c), and (d); and

(f) outputting a resulted new processor program when there is no change

made in said steps (b), (c), and (d).

23. (NEW) The method of claim 17, further comprising finishing

processing of said current subcommand when said fourth maximal address equals the

address of the current command.

24. (NEW) The method of claim 17, further comprising:

when a number of subcommands contained in a fifth command with said

fourth maximal address is less than a predetemilned maximum number of

subcommands for one processor command, appending said current subcommand to

the fifth command, removing said current subcommand from said current command,

and finishing processing said current subcommand.

25. (NEW) The method of claim 24, further comprising:

when the number of subcommands contained in the fifth command with

said fourth maximal address is not less than the predetermined maximum number of

subcommands for one processor command, incrementing the fourth maximal address;

and
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when said fourth maximal address equals the address of the current

command finishing processing of said current subcommand, othenA/ise repeating the

steps of claim 24.

26. (NEW) A method for optimizing execution time of a parallel

processor program, comprising:

(A) receiving said parallel processor program;

(B) performing dummy jumps optimization;

(C) performing linear code optimization;

(D) performing jumps optimization, wherein for a current command having

a previous command Immediately preceding said current command, said jumps

optimization comprises:

(1) when (i) said previous command has no jump-subcommand, (ii)

said current command has at least one jump-subcommand and does not depend from

said previous command, and (iii) a sum of a number of subcommands contained in said

previous command plus a number of subcommands contained in said current command

is less than or equal to a predetermined maximum number of sub-commands in a

processor command, performing the steps of:

a) when said current command is not a jump-target

command, replacing said previous command with a union of said previous command

and said current command, and removing said current command; and

b) when said current command is a jump-target command,

and said current command contains either a jump-subcommand of type JUMP or a
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jump-subcommand of type RETURN, replacing said previous command with a union of

said previous command and said current command;

(2) when (i) said previous command has at least one jump-

subcommand but has no jump-subcommands of types CALL, RETURN and JUMP, and

(ii) said current command does not depend from said previous command, performing

the steps of:

a) when said current command is not a jump-target

command, and the sum of the number of subcommands in said previous command plus

the number of subcommands in said current command is less than or equal to the

predetermined maximum number of subcommands in a processor command, replacing

said previous command with a union of said previous command and said current

command, and removing said current command;

b) when (i) said current command is a jump-target command

and contains either a jump-subcommand of type JUIVIP or a jump-subcommand of type

RETURN, and (ii) the sum of the number of subcommands in said previous command

plus the number of subcommands in said current command is less than or equal to the

predetemnined maximum number of subcommands in a processor command, replacing

said previous command with a union of said previous command and said current

command; and

c) when (i) said current command is a jump-target command,

(ii) said step b) of said step (2) is not applicable, and (ill) the sum of the number of

subcommands in said previous command plus the number of subcommands in said

current command is less than the predetermined maximum number of subcommands in

a processor command, replacing said previous command with a union of said previous
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command and said current command, and appending a subcommand of type JUMP,

with an address argument set to an address of said cunrent command plus one, to an

end of said newly replaced previous command;

(3) when (1) said current command has either a jump-subcommand

of type JUMP or a jump-subcommand of type CALL, (ii) a jump-target command of said

jump-subcommand has no jump-subcommand and does not depend from said current

command, and (iii) a sum of the number of subcommands in said current command plus

a number of subcommands in said jump-target command is less than or equal to the

predetermined maximum number of subcommands in a processor command, inserting

all subcommands of said jump-target command into said current command at a location

before said jump-subcommand, and increasing a jump-address in said jump-

subcommand by one; and

(4) when (i) said current command has a jump-subcommand of

type JUMP and (ii) a jump-target command of said jump-subcommand has at least one

jump-subcommand and does not depend from said current command, performing the

steps of:

a) when (i) said jump-target command has only one jump-

subcommand of either type JUMP or type CALL and has no more jump-subcommands,

and (ii) a sum of the number of subcommands in said current command plus a number

of sub-commands in said jump-target command is less than or equal to the

predetermined maximum number of subcommands in a processor command plus one,

inserting all subcommands of said jump-target command into said current command

before said jump-subcommand, and removing said jump-subcommand from said

current command;
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b) when (i) said jump-target command has at least one non-

jump-subcommand of any type and at least one jump-subcommand having a type

selected from the group consisting of LOOPJNC_NOLESS, LOOP_INC_NOMORE.

LOOP_DEC_NOLESS, LOOP_DEC_NOMORE, ZERO_JUMP and NONZERO_JUMP,

and (ii) a sum of the number of subcommands in said current command plus a number

of sub-commands in said jump-target command is less than or equal to the

predetermined maximum number of subcommands in a processor command, inserting

all subcommands of said jump-target command Into said current command at a location

before said jump-subcommand, and replacing said jump-subcommand with a

subcommand of type JUMP having an address argument set to an address of said

jump-target command plus one;

(E) returning back to said step (B) when there is any change made in said

steps (B), (C), and (D); and

(F) outputting a resulted new processor program when there is no change

made in said steps (B), (C), and (D).

27. (NEW) A computer-readable medium having computer-executable

instructions for performing a method for optimizing execution time of a parallel

processor program, said method comprising:

(A) receiving said parallel processor program;

(B) performing dummy jumps optimization;

(C) performing linear code optimization;
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(D) performing jumps optimization, wherein for a current command having

a previous command immediately preceding said current command, said jumps

optimization comprises:

(1) when (i) said previous command has no jump-subcommand, (ii)

said current command has at least one jump-subcommand and does not depend from

said previous command, and (iii) a sum of a number of subcommands contained in said

previous command plus a number of subcommands contained in said current command

is less than or equal to a predetennined maximum number of sub-commands in a

processor command, performing the steps of:

a) when said current command is not a jump-target

command, replacing said previous command with a union of said previous command

and said current command, and removing said current command; and

b) when said current command is a jump-target command,

and said current command contains either a jump-subcommand of type JUMP or a

jump-subcommand of type RETURN, replacing said previous command with a union of

said previous command and said current command;

(2) when (i) said previous command has at least one jump-

subcommand but has no jump-subcommands of types CALL, RETURN and JUMP, and

(ii) said current command does not depend from said previous command, performing

the steps of:

a) when said current command is not a jump-target

command, and the sum of the number of subcommands in said previous command plus

the number of subcommands in said current command is less than or equal to the

predetermined maximum number of subcommands in a processor command, replacing
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said previous command with a union of said previous command and said current

command, and removing said current command;

b) when (i) said current command is a jump-target command

and contains either a jump-subcommand of type JUMP or a jump-subcommand of type

RETURN, and (ii) the sum of the number of subcommands in said previous command

plus the number of subcommands in said current command is less than or equal to the

predetermined maximum number of subcommands in a processor command, replacing

said previous command with a union of said previous command and said current

command; and

c) when (i) said current command is a jump-target command,

(ii) said step b) of said step (2) is not applicable, and (ill) the sum of the number of

subcommands in said previous command plus the number of subcommands in said

current command is less than the predetermined maximum number of subcommands in

a processor command, replacing said previous command with a union of said previous

command and said current command, and appending a subcommand of type JUMP,

with an address argument set to an address of said current command plus one, to an

end of said newly replaced previous command;

(3) when (i) said current command has either a jump-subcommand

of type JUMP or a jump-subcommand of type CALL, (ii) a jump-target command of said

jump-subcommand has no jump-subcommand and does not depend from said current

command, and (iii) a sum of the number of subcommands in said current command plus

a number of subcommands in said jump-target command is less than or equal to the

predetermined maximum number of subcommands in a processor command, inserting

all subcommands of said jump-target command into said current command at a location
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before said jump-subcommand, and increasing a jump-address in said jump-

subcommand by one; and

(4) when (i) said current command has a jump-subcommand of

type JUMP and (ii) a jump-target command of said jump-subcommand has at least one

jump-subcommand and does not depend from said current command, performing the

steps of:
.

a) when (i) said jump-target command has only one jump-

subcommand of either type JUMP or type CALL and has no more jump-subcommands,

and (ii) a sum of the number of subcommands in said current command plus a number

of sub-commands in said jump-target command is less than or equal to the

predetermined maximum number of subcommands in a processor command plus one,

inserting all subcommands of said jump-target command into said current command

before said jump-subcommand, and removing said jump-subcommand from said

current command;

b) when (i) said jump-target command has at least one non-

jump-subcommand of any type and at least one jump-subcommand having a type

selected from the group consisting of LOOPJNC_.NOLESS, LOOPJNC^NOMORE.

LOOP^DEC_NOLESS, LOOP^DEC^NOMORE, ZERO_JUMP and NONZERO_JUMP.

and (ii) a sum of the number of subcommands in said current command plus a number

of sub-commands in said jump-target command is less than or equal to the

predetermined maximum number of subcommands in a processor command, inserting

all subcommands of said jump-target command into said current command at a location

before said jump-subcommand, and replacing said jump-subcommand with a
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subcommand of type JUMP having an address argument set to an address of said

jump-target command plus one;

(E) returning bacl< to said step (B) when there is any change made in said

steps (6), (C), and (D); and

(F) outputting a resulted new processor program when there is no change

made in said steps (B), (C), and (D).

Conclusion

Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the

examiner should be directed to Jason Mitchell whose telephone number is (571) 272-

3728. The examiner can normally be reached on Monday-Thursday and alternate

Fridays 7:30-5:00.

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner's

supervisor, Meng-Ai An can be reached on (571) 272-3756. The fax phone number for

the organization where this application or proceeding is assigned is 571-273-8300.
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Information regarding the status of an application may be obtained from the

Patent Application Infonnation Retrieval (PAIR) system. Status information for

published applications may be obtained from either Private PAIR or Public PAIR.

Status information for unpublished applications is available through. Private PAIR only.

For more information about the PAIR system, see http://pair-direct.uspto.gov. Should

you have questions on access to the Private PAIR system, contact the Electronic

Business Center (EBC) at 866-217-9197 (toll-free). If you would like assistance from a

USPTO Customer Service Representative or access to the automated information

system, call 800-786-9199 (IN USA OR CANADA) or 571-272-1000.

Jason Mitchell
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